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1 INTRODUCTION  

WP2 focuses on the basic elements and mechanisms needed to establish communications 
between two or more entities. This includes naming, addressing and routing schemes (both 
intra- and inter-compartment) for point-to-point, group and overlay-like communications. In 
the context of autonomic communications it is also important for individual network nodes to 
be able to autonomically bootstrap and configure themselves (self-associate) in a new network 
context, or for the overall network to autonomously organise and dynamically form itself. WP 
2 also deals with the issues of service placement, advertisement and discovery, and 
investigates the close relation between content-based routing and service discovery. A parallel 
goal of this WP is to investigate ways of facilitating such enriched and dynamic operations, 
within the network subsystem of the ANA node by means of which it will be possible to 
dynamically and flexibly integrate new and evolving network functionalities and carry out its 
autonomic reconfiguration procedures.  
 
We define a service as some functionality that is available through a well-defined interface. In 
most general terms, the role of a service discovery system is to obtain information about a 
service interface. On the input side of a service discovery system, there is a range of design 
alternatives for the granularity, precision, and format with which a service is being described. 
On the output side, the service discovery system delivers a set of possible "locations" at which 
the requested service is available, i.e. where does the search request have to be sent to? In 
addition, the service discovery output might include extra information about the service 
interface and the service itself, in particular to refine a search request specified with a degree 
of freedom. 
 
Service discovery systems differ in their targeted scenario and the resulting assumptions that 
are being made. These assumptions cover the explicit characteristics of the service discovery 
interface, i.e. the service description language and the specification of the results, as well as 
the more implicit characteristics of the service discovery system, such as performance, 
robustness, or security. It is interesting to note that a service discovery system itself provides 
a service and might be the subject of other service discovery systems. 
 
In this deliverable, we present the first elements of the inter-compartment service discovery 
and content routing architecture. We investigate the scope and requirements of ANA service 
discovery, especially with respect to what ANA services are, what types of services and/or 
components should be supported in ANA service discovery, and the categorization of use 
cases of ANA service discovery. We also consider the various processes that will enable 
service discovery, processes such as service placement and migration, service advertisement 
and service searching. The investigation of those aspects is conducted in order to provide a 
scalable solution in unstructured network environments.  
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1.1 Scope of Deliverable 
The objective of this deliverable is to discuss the critical service discovery and content routing 
functionalities within the ANA architecture. It is leading to the study of new solutions that 
will contribute to the ANA architecture. 

1.2 Structure of the document 
 
In Section 2, unstructured environments are considered as well as exact matching for services. 
The problem is to identify the service location whenever it is needed and if possible within 
certain time limits. By dividing service discovery into three (closely related) phases (i.e., 
placement, advertisement and searching) it is possible to study each individual phase and 
assist the design of a suitable (overall) service discovery mechanism. Regarding placement, 
the idea of service migration is further exploited considering general topologies (as opposed 
to tree topologies) attempting (and succeeding as the analysis revealed) to move the service 
close to the optimal (and sometimes to the optimal) location relying on local information. 
Regarding the service advertisement and (the complementary) service searching phase, it is 
shown that they can be modeled as a NP-complete problem that is related to the dominating 
set theory. Therefore, the idea of employing multiple random walkers allowing them to create 
replicas of themselves is employed in order to avoid the global information requirement 
(imposed under the dominating set problem) and allow for suitable service 
advertisement/searching by introducing certain replication policies. In addition, probabilistic 
flooding is also considered as a suitable alternative to flooding especially when the number of 
messages needs to be reduced. 
 
In section 3, we are addressing the design of inter-compartment service discovery for ANA. 
In this context, we believe it is essential to describe services in a structured manner. We 
incorporate this view under a more general knowledge management framework. Having such 
a structure not only is necessary to facilitate knowledge exchange among compartments, but 
also yields more powerful searching and querying capabilities such as range queries and 
partial match search. We analyze different design criteria that are relevant for such a 
structured system of inter-compartment discovery. 
 
In section 4, we explore a specific issue in the inter-compartment communication which is the 
content based routing. As the literature proposes numerous approaches with various design 
objectives, we attempt to formulate a model for existing approaches. Then, we attempt to 
identify crucial design issues and to analyze them in the context of ANA project. This section 
is the result of a necessary analysis made to design an inter-compartment content based 
routing scheme well adapted to the global ANA routing and service discovery mechanisms. 
 
The idea of exploiting both routing and service discovery has been shown to be suitable for 
reducing the overall number of messages, minimize the energy consumption and allow for 
smaller completion time, if information that is specific to routing is allowed to be used by 
service discovery and vice versa. Under this spirit a simple scenario of cooperation is studied 
considering a « traditional » routing protocol in Section 5. 
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2 SERVICE DISCOVERY IN UNSTRUCTURED 
ENVIRONMENTS 

In unstructured network environments when user nodes are looking for a particular and 
unique service (e.g., exact matching), the service discovery problem is challenging especially 
in terms of scalability when the network size increases. Actually, large delays or enormous 
amounts of exchanged messages may be required before the service node (i.e., the node at 
which the service is located) is identified and its corresponded (unique) node ID is returned 
back to the user node requesting the service. Note that service discovery in that sense requires 
the existence of an underlying routing layer capable of delivering messages among network 
nodes based only on their (unique) node ID. 
Service discovery is in general closely related to three fundamental questions: 

1. Why is the service located at a particular location? 

2. Who knows about the location? 

3. How service searching should be performed? 

The first question is closely related to the service placement problem. It may be possible for a 
service to be located at some node for no particular reason (e.g., random selection). However, 
it is reasonable to assume that some criterion has been considered for any placement. Given 
that there is always some cost introduced when data packets are forwarded over the network 
links (e.g., delay, energy consumption), it is reasonable to assume that some well defined cost 
function is minimized when the service is located at a particular position.  
The second question is related to the advertising process that a service discovery employs (or 
should employ). The second question and the third one (i.e., the service searching process) are 
related in a complementary manner. Suppose that an advertising process has taken place with 
some particular advertising intensity, before any user node requests for the service. When a 
user node wants to retrieve the service location (and therefore, a service searching process is 
initiated), the network is expected to be searched according to some searching intensity. As 
the advertising intensity increases (i.e., more nodes in the network are aware about the service 
location), it is expected the service searching process to be successful for some smaller 
searching intensity. On the other hand, when the advertising intensity decreases, the searching 
intensity should increase to ensure that the service location is retrieved. In the extreme case 
that the advertising intensity is the highest possible (i.e., all network nodes have knowledge 
about the service location), then the searching process is obsolete (i.e., no need to search for 
the service). On the other hand, if there is no advertising process, the searching intensity 
should be the maximum possible (i.e., search all network nodes) in order to make sure that the 
service location is retrieved. 
The aforementioned three phases of service discovery (placement, advertisement and 
searching) may be realized considering existing “traditional” approaches. However, when the 
aim is the optimal solution these approaches correspond to difficult optimization problems of 
the NP-complete order (a relevant discussion follows next). Even if heuristic/approximation 
improvements are used (thus, the NP-complete problem is avoided and a close to optimal 
solution is obtained), the requirement for global information is still valid. The latter 
requirement is not realistic in autonomous network environments that are expected to be of 
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enormous size in general. Another problem of the aforementioned approaches is that any 
change (e.g., of the topology, of the service demands, of the service location) requires to solve 
once more the (large) optimization problem. Consequently, a different philosophy should be 
considered to deal with the aforementioned problems in a scalable manner. 
In the sequel, those “traditional” solutions to the aforementioned questions (or service 
discovery phases) are briefly discussed along with their inherited problems. The main focus is 
on providing solutions that do not suffer from the global information requirement and, at the 
same time, provide for an optimal or close to the optimal solution. 

2.1 Service Placement 
Assume that the network links are assigned positive weights corresponding to the cost of a 
data unit (e.g., data packet) to traverse the particular links, and that each user node wants to 
use the particular service according to some service demands that correspond to the average 
data traffic among the service node and the user node with respect to the particular service. A 
suitable modelling for this particular problem is the k-median problem, [28], when k is the 
number of services (in our case k is considered equal to 1 for simplicity). 
The k-median problem has been shown to be an NP-hard problem for general graphs, [29]. 
Various approximation solutions, e.g. [30], [31], [32], [33], [34], have been proposed that 
allow for approximation ratio close to 1.5. However, these approaches require global 
information which is not a realistic demand in large scale environments like autonomous 
networks. In addition, and given the dynamicity of the latter network environments, the large 
optimization problem of k-median needs to be solved every time a certain change in the 
network takes place. 
In order to deal with the aforementioned problems, service migration was proposed as a 
suitable approach, [35], [36]. The former approach is specific for tree topologies and capable 
of moving the service in a hop-by-hop manner relying on strictly local information (i.e., 
information that was available at the service node), while the latter considers general 
topologies and is based on non-local information (nodes in the r-hop neighbour area) in order 
to move the service towards “more suitable” positions in the network (i.e., allowing for 
smaller overall cost). A journal version of these papers is currently under preparation. 
The idea of being based on local information provides for a significant advantage in terms of 
scalability, as long as it is possible to extend the service migration policy for general 
topologies. The latter is the main aim of a submitted paper, [37]. In this paper, the idea of 
service migration is adapted and analyzed for general topologies considering the particulars of 
the ANA environment (e.g., large scale and dynamic). A new migration criterion is introduced 
(to be referred to hereafter as Criterion B and the previous criterion proposed in [35] as 
Criterion A) under which the service moves until the end of a monotonically cost decreasing 
path for general topologies. It is analytically shown, that when equal link weights are 
considered, the particular criterion depends on local information. Simulation results 
demonstrate the applicability of the aforementioned analysis. 
The new migration policy (Criterion B) is capable of moving the service until the end of a 
monotonically cost decreasing path in general topologies in contrast to the previous migration 
policy (Criterion A ) that was capable of doing so  only in tree topologies (or topologies with 
a unique shortest path tree), [35]. If Criterion A is used in general topologies, it wouldn’t be 
able to move the service until the end of the cost decreasing path in the general case. The new 
policy moves the service until the end of a monotonically cost decreasing path but it 
introduces a certain overhead. Actually, before a decision is made for a service movement, the 
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service tentatively moves to a potential new destination (one of its neighbour nodes), then 
back to the service node and then once more to the potential (new) service node. Then, 
Criterion B is applied to make sure that the movement to the particular new node allows for 
some cost reduction or not. These tentative movements (before a service migration decision is 
taken) increase both the termination time of the policy and the number of service movements.  
It is possible to reduce the aforementioned overhead by considering a hybrid scheme 
combining both Criterion A and Criterion B. Under this scheme the service migrates under 
Criterion A. When it stops moving under Criterion A, Criterion B is used to decide if a next 
service movement is possible. If a service movement is decided under Criterion B, the service 
moves to the particular node and Criterion A is resumed for the subsequent service 
movements as before. Service migration terminates by the time that no service movement is 
possible under Criterion B. This approach allows for the reduction of the overall cost, when 
compared to the case that only Criterion A is used, and for fewer service movements, when 
compared to the case that only Criterion B is used.  
Other approaches for reducing further the overhead introduced by Criterion B will be 
considered in the future. In addition, given that the main focus so far was on one service 
facility in the network, future work will focus on the derivation of suitable migration policies 
for multiple services. 

2.2 Service Advertisement and Searching 
The remaining two (and complementary) service discovery phases (i.e., service advertisement 
and service searching) can be shaped by the user demands. A first justified demand is that any 
reply to the query should be a correct reply. Thus, it is expected the service location to be 
retrieved only when the service is available in the network. A negative reply (i.e., no service 
available) is acceptable only when the service is not available in the network. In many 
implementations (e.g., Gnutella), a local search approach in the nearby area of the user node is 
employed that fails to retrieve the service location when the latter is outside the particular 
(local) area. Consequently, a correct reply may not always return depending on the case. 
The main reason of searching locally is to satisfy a second (reasonable) demand of the users: 
that the reply should be available within certain time boundaries. Actually, the users are not 
willing to wait for an indefinitely long time to retrieve a particular service location, especially 
when the considered network size is enormous and it may take an arbitrarily long time period 
until all network nodes have been examined. 
A third user demand is fair treatment in the sense that the searching process should satisfy the 
user demands irrespectively of user node’s location in the topology, the proximity (or not) of 
the service location etc. 
Based on the previous discussion it is possible to define the following three service searching 
criteria: 

• Correctness: The service location is always retrieved unless the service is not 
available in the network. 

• Promptness: A reply is available within certain time limits. 

• Fairness: All users are treated similarly. 
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Obviously, the previous criteria may be used as a means of evaluating existing service 
searching mechanisms. Given the complementary nature of service advertisement and service 
searching they may be used to evaluate service discovery approaches (note that for the rest 
and for simplicity, both advertisement and searching will be referred to as service discovery). 
For example, a traditional flooding approach that reaches all network nodes satisfies the 
correctness criterion but it is doubtful whether it satisfies the promptness criterion. On the 
other hand, local search approaches (e.g., Gnutella as already mentioned) may be configured 
to satisfy the promptness criterion (e.g., by defining appropriately the local neighbor in 
number of hops) but may fail to satisfy the correctness criterion. 

Apart from evaluating the existing service discovery approaches the aforementioned criteria 
could be used as an analysis basis regarding “optimal” service discovery approaches in the 
sense that all criteria should be satisfied and at the same time the introduced overhead (i.e., 
number of messages) to remain as small as possible. Assume, for example that the service 
searching phase employs controlled flooding in the area of L hops away from the node that 
initiates the service searching process. L is suitably selected such that the promptness criterion 
is satisfied. 

Given that the promptness criterion is satisfied for the particular searching algorithm, it is 
now the role of the (complementary) service advertisement process to satisfy both criterion 
correctness and criterion fairness. This is achievable if the advertisement process employs an 
algorithm that allows information about the service to be disseminated at a subset of the 
network nodes such that to become available within the L-hop area for all network nodes. 

From the previous discussion it is obvious that the problem is now transformed to design a 
suitable advertisement algorithm. Existing flooding approaches may be used like random 
walkers or some suitable controlled flooding (e.g., advertise the service in the D-L hops area). 
Definitely, the most desired is the one that allows for the minimum number of sent messages. 
When such an approach is considered (i.e., minimization of the number of messages), then the 
advertisement network (i.e., the set of nodes that are aware about the service location after the 
execution of the advertisement algorithm including the links over which the particular 
information was forwarded) is a connected L-distance dominating set, [38]. 

The derivation of the aforementioned network subset is known to be an NP-complete 
problem. In addition, it requires global information that (as already mentioned) is not easily 
obtained in large scale and dynamic network environments like autonomic networks. 
However, its study is still useful since it allows for the determination of the lower bound of 
messages required under service advertisement and for the introduction of new 
(approximation) approaches in the area that do not require global information while trying to 
be as close as possible to the optimal (minimum number of messages).  

Apart from the study of dominating sets and their particulars, three different ideas to be 
considered in ANA are the following. 

1. Probabilistic Flooding: It is shown in [37] that global node outreach is possible under 
probabilistic flooding using fewer messages than under traditional flooding, provided 
that the forwarding probability is suitably selected. In [37], the focus was on random 
graphs and the suitable value for the forwarding probability that significantly reduces 
the number of messages required and achieves global node outreach with high 
probability was analytically derived. Since global node outreach corresponds to the 
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particular case of L=0, future work will focus on the appropriate values of the 
forwarding probability for L>0. 

2. Local Division: For a certain value of L, it is possible to select another (integer) value 
r<=L and assume that agents are released in the network and each agent has 
knowledge of the r-hops neighbour. Based on this knowledge, each agent may decide 
to eliminate itself, to move to another position and/or create new agents such that 
eventually an advertisement network is created and satisfying that for all nodes in the 
network, information about the service node is available in their r-hop neighbourhood 
(and consequently, in the L-hop neighbourhood since r<=L). Preliminary simulation 
results show that this particular approach may deterministically and distributedly 
create a suitable advertisement network in short time and close to the optimal one (i.e., 
the dominating set). 

3. Multiple Random Walkers: Another approach is to allow multiple random walkers to 
carry the service node information in the network and depending on the topology’s 
peculiarities to decide on dividing or dying accordingly. The main difference with the 
previous approach is the probabilistic nature of this approach since the selection of the 
new destination of each random walker is random. On the other hand, this approach 
does not depend on non-local information (e.g., the r-hop neighbourhood of the 
previous approach). Simulation results have also demonstrated the potential benefit of 
these approaches and a paper, [51], is already submitted to a conference. 

2.3 Summary and Conclusions  
As it is shown in this deliverable, the three different phases of service discovery can be related 
to large optimization problems (NP-complete) that require in addition global information. 
Since autonomic networks are large scale and dynamic environments, these approaches (or 
even their heuristics/approximation implementations) are not suitable. The (basic) 
requirement of scalability is achieved, if a “good” (i.e., optimal or close to the optimal) 
solution can be derived based on local information. 
Under this context, service migration is considered as a suitable approach and the previous 
work mostly focusing on tree topologies, [35], is extended for general topologies, [37]. An 
analytical study reveals an overhead increase but a proposed hybrid policy is shown to be 
capable of reducing this overhead. Further overhead reduction for service migration as well as 
consideration of several services, will be the focus of future work in the area. 
Service advertisement and service searching are two complementary phases that is shown to 
be related to the user’s demands according to three criteria. The satisfaction of those criteria, 
even though a difficult optimization problem (dominating set), is realizable on the expense of 
some additional messages during the service advertisement process (e.g., using the Local 
Division approach mentioned before). If the correctness or the promptness criteria are relaxed, 
then probabilistic approaches may be utilized (e.g., probabilistic flooding, [37], and Multiple 
Random Walkers also mentioned before) that may satisfy with high probability (but not 
deterministically as it is the case for Local Division) the particular criteria. Future work will 
focus on the aforementioned ideas for unstructured networks since they seem to be promising 
scenarios for the ANA environment, considering also the theoretical aspects of dominating 
sets from graph theory. In the next section, however, a structured view of service discovery in 
ANA is presented. 
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3 STRUCTURED INTER-COMPARTMENT 
SERVICE DISCOVERY 

3.1 Motivation and Objectives 
The need to discover information is fundamental to any large scale and distributed 
environment. In the ANA context, multitude of information is required for an ANA 
compartment to organize itself and operate according to its objectives in autonomous ways. 
Such information could range from low level network configuration specifics, to inter-
compartment communication protocols, to service functionalities offered by other 
compartments. Thus there is an apparent need for a well-designed, robust, efficient and 
perhaps autonomous information management system that not only could satisfy essential 
service discovery requirements but also advanced knowledge management functionalities. We 
tentatively refer to it as ANA Inter-Compartment Service Discovery (ICSD) system. 
The design requirements of ICSD are largely dependent on the operating context and 
assumptions made on the environment. For example, SLP service discovery protocol [40] 
assumes all services belong to some standardized types with structured service descriptions 
because the type of services they support are relatively few and well defined; DHT (e.g. [41], 
[42]) assumes the information it stores are relatively stable and valid over long period of time; 
Bluetooth uses broadcasting protocol for its service discovery due to its wireless local area 
context, etc. Hence we have grounded our investigation of the ICSD design requirement based 
on the ANA requirement document [43] and what knowledge management functionalities 
ANA requires. Of particular importance, we work under the following two contexts. 1) The 
“realm” concept of ANA emphasizes on that no single realm would satisfy all requirements 
from future networks and thus multiple Internets or realms could co-exist, each with their own 
set of policies, protocols, functionalities and knowledge representations. Therefore, ICSD 
must help facilitating the service discovery and knowledge exchange process across 
heterogeneous realms. 2) The range of information that could be useful and therefore 
considered “knowledge” is vast, such as device configuration, network access interface and 
protocol information, service descriptions, etc. Hence, there needs to be an efficient 
structuring of the information representation and storage especially in the context of inter-
compartments discovery. The structuring of service descriptions as an instance of knowledge 
representation and management also allows the use of advanced querying and searching such 
as range queries (e.g. with a numeric field in the description) or search with partial matching 
as opposed to the only option of exact matching in unstructured environments. 
To pave the way for our discussion of ANA ICSD design issues, we first attempt to provide a 
simple working definition of service. The ANA blueprint document [44] specifies a 
compartment as the provider of some functionality through Functional Blocks (FBs). Its main 
focus is on connectivity services between FBs within compartments and across compartments. 
This view could be generalized to accommodate other functionalities in networking, systems, 
and applications. We envision a service or set of services as functionalities provided in a 
compartment by its FBs and/or internal compartments. Thus a service is a collection of 
functionalities provided through a standard interface. These services rely on underlying 
resources which are mainly physical entities such as CPU, memory or storage to provide the 
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functionalities they promise. Resources by themselves are “passive” elements and do not 
provide functionality as opposed to services. One example of services could be a routing 
service as introduced in [45]. Another example could be an anonymity service [46]. The i3 
architecture [47] motivates a new service of indirection to provide flexible naming and 
forwarding. We notice that all these services depend on an ICSD mechanism to advertise their 
existence and facilitate their use by others. Finally, we note that the type of information an 
ANA compartment could advertise with ICSD is not restricted to only its service interface or 
service descriptions. It could also provide more general form of knowledge, such as its 
operational states, service quality, etc. 
 
In ANA deliverable on Routing and Service Discovery [48], a discussion of service discovery 
was conducted primarily around service placement and migration. In this section, we focus on 
more general design issues in the context of inter-compartment service discovery and 
knowledge management. We think this analysis is important in not only understanding inter-
compartment service discovery and knowledge management in ANA, but also in defining 
concrete design objectives for the ICSD system. 
 

3.2 Inter-Compartment Service Discovery (ICSD) in 
ANA 

Based on the ANA requirement document [43] and our survey on existing service discovery 
systems [49], we present and discuss a number of important design issues for ICSD in ANA. 
For some system properties that are related to self-management, we discuss the additional 
issues involved in providing self-* features. Then, we present some issues particular to 
knowledge management in ANA and finally discuss aspects of self-awareness for ICSD. 

3.2.1 ICSD Design Issues 

3.2.1.1 Scalability 
This property is about the targeted infrastructure size of service discovery systems and allows 
us to evaluate the ability of discovery systems to scale up with expanding network sizes. 
Generally speaking, decentralized approaches seem to offer better scalability and are natural 
to self-managing systems. For example, P2P mechanism such as a Chord ring DHT is 
documented to support ~108 services and ~105 resolvers [50]; content-based routing 
mechanisms also offer good scalability. Reliance on centralized components (e.g. SLP, Web 
Services UDDI) or using expensive group communication (e.g. UPnP) clearly limits the 
system’s ability to scale. The use of flooding in general is not an option for service discovery 
across compartments although it is possible to be a good choice for service discovery in a 
specific compartment (e.g. wireless local areas). It is very important for ICSD system to scale 
with any future expansion of networks and services. In this task, we are mainly interested in 
developing a discovery service that could span the global networks with interworking 
capabilities among compartments. 
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3.2.1.2 Effectiveness 
This property mainly looks at how well the system can discover services in terms of two 
aspects; the correctness and completeness of discovery. Correctness refers to the validity of 
the discovery results and how close they match user requests. Completeness is the ability of a 
service-discovery process to return all matching service instances registered in all service 
directories accessible to the system. 
Correctness: Current service discovery technologies such as SLP, Jini or Web Services for 
example use an exact matching pattern for finding and returning candidate services to the 
user, with the assumption that the directory information is valid. However, because of exact 
matching, there is a limit to the results provided if there is a lack of common terminology 
used between service providers and users. Research on semantic search and service discovery 
tries to alleviate this problem without a major impact seen so far. Furthermore, directory 
information could be invalidated for different reasons and with a variable time frame 
depending on the architectural model used in the system. The system should be able to 
provide a guarantee on the validity of records and match that with user requirements. For 
example, a soft-state service advertisement could be used to attach a lifetime to the service 
record.  
Completeness: Different service discovery systems implement various techniques to have 
some degree of completeness. For example, Jini uses a TTL value associated with a request 
that could return less complete results in order to probably improve performance. This value 
should be large enough to cover the intended discovery boundaries. Another technique is to 
use Bloom Filters (as in SDS) to represent service records. This is known to produce false-
positives but guarantees complete results. Some systems use administratively scoped group 
messages (multicasts) to ensure completeness within the same administered compartment. 
In general, we see that a tradeoff has to be considered between correctness and completeness. 
In order to ensure correct results, the system should probably have some safe error margin 
that could be customized by the requesting application or user. This error margin could reduce 
the completeness of the results returned. We argue that it is less costly and more favorable to 
have correct results than more complete ones in a large scale system since the cost associated 
with false-positive services and possibly provisioning them is higher. This also could be 
implemented as an autonomic feature where different scenarios impose different requirements 
on the system and could change the margin to the other side. 

3.2.1.3 Heterogeneity and Inter-Compartment Issues 
It is clear that ICSD is intended to work and disseminate knowledge across compartments that 
may be heterogeneous. Each compartment would have its own policies, information 
representations, and even communication protocols. Thus, some form of conformity must be 
established by ICSD for collaboration at the global inter-compartment scale. In particular, to 
facilitate knowledge exchange between compartments, a unified knowledge representation 
scheme needs to be used as an intermediary translation between the different representations 
in each compartment. In this way, no need to have specific translation mechanisms between 
each pair of different representations  Furthermore, it should be possible for a new 
compartment to join ANA and start advertising and discovering services globally after some 
simple “bootstrapping” processes. For example, an administrative compartment may dictate 
that services advertised inside the compartment are not advertised at global level although 
users inside such compartment may still wish to discover services in other compartments. 
Thus it is possible to have complex policy interactions and service discovery scopes at the 
inter-compartment level. 
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3.2.1.4 Flexibility and Extensibility 
It is very important for ICSD system to be flexible in the sense that it should strive for simple 
and common interfaces and access methods that are easy to interoperate with various 
traditional network communication protocols and service discovery systems. The 
functionalities and system design of ICSD should be open and extensible enough to 
accommodate wide range of knowledge representation, methods of query, and requirements 
on discovery outputs. The query representation should also be customizable to suit the 
specifics of the users and compartment policies. Since ANA is intended to inter-work with 
multiple Internet-like realms, flexibility and extensibility is a key design consideration of 
ICSD. 

3.2.1.5 Mobility 
Mobility is an interesting issue in the context of ICSD in ANA. Traditionally service 
discovery systems assume the services and their users are relative stable and therefore 
structured information storage design such as DHT works well. When users and services 
could migrate among compartments (either due to physical location change or logical 
compartment change), additional mechanisms are required to maintain the accuracy of the 
service advertisement and reflect location changes. One interesting issue is that the ICSD 
could in fact be used as an intermediary entity to aid in mobility much like the Mobile IP 
scheme. However, the additional updating overhead associated with mobility is a serious issue 
that requires further attention. Thus far, this issue has not being well studied in literature for 
large scale service discovery systems. 

3.2.1.6 Fault Tolerance 
As a discovery process is a critical service in ANA, its failure may hinder the entire networks. 
In the context of fault tolerance, two aspects are considered. First, how does the system 
behave under erroneous conditions and second how well does the system recover from errors. 
There are two possibilities of failures in a distributed system requiring different mechanisms 
to handle them. Namely these are the failure of nodes and the failure of communications 
between them. To reduce the effect of directory node failures, systems like Jini, SLP and 
INS/Twine use multiple nodes to handle user requests. Upon failure of such nodes, we have 
two possibilities; another directory node could take over the responsibility of the failed one, 
or the service user could take action. For the latter case, users could ask their peers for an 
alternative (Jini), wait for announcements of other nodes, solicit such advertisements (SLP) or 
uses underlying DHT infrastructure mechanisms (INS/Twine). Systems that lack directory 
nodes altogether, like the original Gnutella, don’t need such mechanisms. Some systems lack 
any measures to counter faults which could either break the whole system such as P2P 
Napster (one centralized directory) or partition the network or data space(e.g. KaZaA or INS). 
To handle communication failures which can cause serious inconsistency problems, one could 
use periodic and soft-state advertisements alone (e.g. P2P) or combined with either polling or 
subscribing to events to prune outdated services from registries and keep consistency (e.g. 
SLP, Jini, UPnP). It is also possible to retry on failure for a maximum number of attempts 
(Web Services). 
Self-healing: We have discussed above some mechanisms for fault tolerance and recovery. 
The challenge in ANA ICSD is to advance one step more and possibly provide self-healing 
mechanisms. This indeed depends on having shared knowledge on a local as well as global 
level about the system by means of a shared monitoring infrastructure as mentioned in the 
ANA requirements [43]. ICSD system should detect failures in critical nodes that either hosts 
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services or participate in the knowledge management and autonomically handle the situation 
either by directing requests to a replicated node or completely removing access. The cost 
would be too high to detect failures for user nodes and would provide less benefit overall. 
Also, ICSD should detect communication link failures and circumvent the situation by 
switching to alternative ones without losing the current sessions. 

3.2.1.7 Security 
Security is a very important issue in a system operating across multiple compartments. Each 
compartment should have its own set of policies that may conflict with other compartments. 
Many current systems (e.g. UPnP, INS or INS/Twine) do not handle security in their 
approaches. While some P2P provides some weak security models (e.g. simple 
username/password or inherent anonymity), other systems handle security issues in more 
depth (e.g. SDS, SLP, Jini, Web Services). In this criterion, we look at the following security 
aspects: user authentication/authorization, data integrity, and privacy of sensitive data.  
Authentication of messages could be implemented using certificates (e.g. Jini, Web Services) 
or other mechanisms like TLS. For authorization, Jini uses client access policies whereas 
others rely on the simple credentials only to grant/deny access. Several systems implement 
integrity of messages using digital signatures (e.g. SLP, Jini, Web Services). Privacy could be 
enhanced mainly by encrypting messages (e.g. Jini, Web Services). A hybrid 
asymmetric/symmetric encryption could be used for performance reasons. 
End-to-end security is hard to guarantee in a large-scale environment. This is due to the 
increased potential malicious users and providers alike combined with the lack of 
trustworthiness in other compartments. Several threats could arise in service discovery 
environments. For example, without proper integrity checking, “safe” service access 
information could be captured by malicious intruders and replaced with other access points. 
Furthermore, without proper enforcement of privacy and confidentiality, a malicious intruder 
could launch a Denial of Service attack against a service provider using captured access 
information sent to legitimate users. Thus, it is very important to have proper mechanisms to 
handle the four aspects mentioned above. Furthermore, it is also recommended to use standard 
and public service mechanisms to have openness in the large scale system and allow 
interoperability. 
Self-Protection: ICSD will be working across different compartments that have various levels 
of security and different policies which imply there is a discrepancy (or even conflicts) of 
security policies and requirements among these compartments. Therefore, it is very important 
for ICSD to not only protect itself from security threats, but also automatically resolve policy 
conflicts. This is quite challenging and it is not clear at this point what approaches should be 
taken. 

3.2.1.8 Bootstrapping and Configuration 
Some form of bootstrapping and configuration is needed when a node joins the network for 
the first time. Generally speaking, either intermediate gateways send periodic announcements 
containing information on how to access the system; or the users of the system (clients and 
service providers) solicit this information. Some known global address is used for both ways. 
This address is usually a group address to avoid the need for costly flooding. Since the 
number of intermediate nodes that store services knowledge should be less than service 
providers and users, it is more appropriate, overhead wise, that the gateways announce this 
information. However, for the performance-cautious user, it is best to request and get this 
information right away. Since our scope is inter-compartment, it is not necessary to discuss 2-
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party architectures (no intermediate nodes) since either the user or the service has to broadcast 
information globally, which is apparently not a suitable approach. 
Self-organization and self-configuration: a simple bootstrapping method and a mechanism 
for an entity to automatically retrieve configuration information would be essential for 
supporting self-organization and self-configuration. As the ICSD system is likely to have a 
distributed architecture, components of ICSD should also be capable of automatically 
configure themselves to be part of the ICSD system and self-organize for better performance 
or more efficient resource utilizations.  

3.2.1.9 Performance 
There are few comprehensive benchmarks or evaluation measurements of service discovery 
systems, especially when compared in a large scale setting. Therefore, we discuss qualitative 
measurements of communication overhead in the discovery process and treatment of load 
balancing, both from an architectural point of view. 
Communication overhead: Major design choices have great influence on the network load. 
For example, the more the architecture is centralized, the less the overhead. Caching could 
reduce the overhead in decentralized architecture but requires consistency maintenance 
especially with hard-state advertisements. Soft-state advertisements (e.g. SLP, Jini, UPnP, 
etc) generate more overhead than hard-state ones. However, this overhead is not significant 
for reasonably long service lifetime and also prevents the need of maintaining cache 
consistency. Replication (SDS, INS) also reduces the overhead in queries but at the expense 
of high cost of new and updated information. Maintaining Chord ring topology (INS/Twine) 
involves additional overhead although it could be bounded, causing it to be the best 
compromise among other features. 
Load balancing: In general, there is a lack of support for load balancing in current service 
discovery approaches. The only exception being INS, which includes a mechanism to 
automatically spawn (or subsequently terminate) new directory nodes upon reaching certain 
load thresholds. Inherent load balancing in DHTs (as in INS/Twine) makes them attractive for 
directory distribution. 
Self-Optimization: Given the dynamic and large scale environment ICSD is to function in, 
self-optimization is much more preferable over manual performance tuning, as it results in 
faster system response to changes and less prone to mistakes. To this end, the ICSD system 
should be able to automatically select the best communication abstraction (unicast, multicast, 
anycast, etc) to have the lowest overhead. For load balancing, the system could use 
knowledge obtained from monitoring data to automatically balance the load that is targeted 
against a specific gateway or service node. 

3.2.2 Structured Service/Knowledge Representation 
This refers mainly to how knowledge is distributed, stored and accessed. Because the 
functionality of a service discovery system (advertise, store and retrieve information) is close 
to that of a knowledge management system in the ANA context. We broaden our design of 
service discovery to include knowledge management. The architecture of a discovery system 
ranges from centralized to fully decentralized approaches. The degree of distribution is much 
dependent on the way information is to be stored, and how it is accessed. In large scale 
systems, a centralized architecture (such as UDDI registries for web services) is known to be 
a bottleneck for performance and scalability and the centralized entities will be a single point 
of failure for the whole system unless there is a recovery mechanism. On the other hand, 
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having a replicated architecture (such as INS) causes a major issue of keeping consistency of 
information as it is a bandwidth consuming process which is very costly in a large scale 
environment.  
 
Another important part of knowledge management is how to represent knowledge. The 
knowledge about services should be advertised and queried in a unified yet flexibly structured 
language that is standardized and probably based on XML, the most widely used means of 
representing information in modern systems. The knowledge represented in this scheme could 
be divided in two parts: a meta-information about the information it describes and the 
semantic structuring, and the second part is the information itself. Because knowledge is 
shared in the inter-compartment space and could vary in its descriptions and capabilities (this 
is even the case for service descriptions), it is not necessary for individual compartments to 
understand all of the knowledge representations. The meta-information could serve as a 
descriptor that denote the information type, while leave the detailed structuring and semantic 
interpretation of the knowledge (the information part) to the discretion of the interested 
parties. 
 

3.2.3 Self-Awareness 
Self-awareness is an important part of the autonomic network concept, as it allows the system 
to learn and adapt to changes and evolve itself overtime.  The ICSD should be able to acquire 
information about its context and environment, and use it to evaluate its own performance. 
Here we briefly discuss two related issues of benchmarking and learning. 

3.2.3.1 Evaluation and Benchmarking 
The first step in self-awareness is to establish a mechanism of evaluating the system 
performance at runtime. Unfortunately, there is still a significant lack in evaluation metrics 
and benchmarking techniques for service discovery systems. Benchmarking a system such as 
ICSD is particularly more difficult due to its operating scale and the heterogeneity of 
compartments. We hope through the course of this project to establish some quantifiable 
baseline performance metrics and standardized benchmarking methodologies. 

3.2.3.2 Learning and adaptation 
As per ANA requirements [4], a common monitoring infrastructure should be present in ANA 
to provide all applications with various monitoring data. The ICSD system could leverage the 
advanced monitoring capabilities offered in ANA to obtain knowledge of self. Based on these 
findings, it is then possible to adjust the operation methods of ICSD to achieve better 
performance and effectiveness. The exact correlation between environmental inputs and the 
appropriate operational response in ICSD would require some type of learning algorithms. 
Existing techniques in control theory, fuzzy logic, or neural net could be suitable. Much 
investigation is required to determine the best approach and we leave this as open problem at 
this point of the project. 
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4 CONTENT NETWORKING 

Content-networking refers to the ability to access data objects in a location-independent 
manner [21]: Doing so implies a shift in the way communication takes place among network 
entities since current services and protocols have been produced according to a design 
paradigm that have been exclusively host-centric. To relay messages from a source to the 
destination, both nodes are identified using unique names and addresses. Routers know how 
to bring messages hop by hop to their destination host, routing them to their destination as 
identified by its address. When a source intends to send a message to a destination, it sends a 
request to a server (a DNS server in the Internet) to provide the address for the given name. 
This process is called name resolution. Once the name is resolved, the source sends the 
message to the destination address.  
However, usage patterns in terms of applications involve retrieving data objects or accessing 
services where emphasis has to be given to the content rather than the location. Routing in a 
content network is designed to provide location-independent access to an object without 
relying on the maintenance of network connections. Messages are routed on the basis of their 
contents rather than hosts location. Binding of contents to hosts is thus no longer necessary to 
provide access to the contents. Content access does not depend on the existence of an end-to-
end connection to the data source and attempts to retrieve any necessary content shouldn’t fail 
in the face of limited, partial, or intermittent connectivity.  
Content networks focus on obtaining necessary content available at several places in the 
network. To do so, such a network stores mappings between names and pieces of content, and 
allows users to retrieve the corresponding piece of content given any name of interest. In 
addition to name of content, attributes of content can be used to describe the content type. The 
design of a content-centric network should allow the efficient discovery of the piece(s) of 
content matching a particular query, and returning that piece of content to the querier from the 
most efficient location. Content may be replicated or moved to any node of the content 
network both to improve content availability, to increase efficiency by minimizing access 
time and to provide resiliency to network failure and attack [21]. In addition security can be 
based on content rather than on the host storing the content [21]. 
In the last few years, there has been a growing interest in content-centric architectures that has 
led to numerous architectural approaches proposed in various context such as peer-to-peer 
networks [3], [7], [8], [9], cooperative Web caching [10], [11], content distribution networks 
[12], [13], [14], publish-subscribe networks [5], [15], and content-based sensor networks [16], 
[17]. All those differing systems have been labeled under this name, but they all share the 
ability to access content in a location-independent manner. For each context, several 
approaches have been proposed to meet some specific design objectives. The remaining of 
Section 4 has the following outline. In Section 4.1, we formulate a modeling framework to 
capture the key features of existing or proposed approaches in the literature in order to better 
understand and specify the ANA inter-compartment routing issues. 
From this model, we indicate in Section 4.2 the strength of different design choices, and 
highlight challenging design issues in the context of ANA. 
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4.1 A General Framework for Content Networks 
In this section, we synthesize the content networking problem in a generic model that help us 
to capture the limitations of existing content systems and to propose some design principles to 
deal with each of these issues. 

4.1.1 The Framework for Content Networks 

A content network allows users and applications to exchange information based on message 
types or content rather than location addresses. Content availability is advertised by their 
holders via events sent to a content management service. In turn, a client sends its interest 
about desired content by issuing messages. The client then receives responses from the 
service about available content matching one or more of its interests. 

Inside this infrastructure, content selection is obtained through a three steps process: content 
naming, content filtering and matching, and content delivery. We detail these processes in 
subsection 4.1.2. 
Network infrastructure decomposition Content networks can be decomposed into two 
parts: the content management infrastructure which consists of specific entities responsible for 
content matching/filtering and discovery, and the routing infrastructure where routers are 
responsible for determining a path between the most efficient location for a given content and 
the querier.  
The two infrastructures are merged in some XML-based proposals but are generally executed 
in separate networking layers. In the case of pub/sub systems, some specific entities called 
brokers endorse the role of the content managing infrastructure. This separation between 
content management and routing infrastructures avoids broadcasting a request to all the 
publishers in order to know the content matching to the request.  
Involved actors The different actors involved in content networks can be classified into three 
classes: content providers/senders, content consumers/receivers, and content managers. This 
simple classification does not mean necessarily that each role is played by separate nodes. In 
fixed publish/subscribe systems, a node can be a publisher which is a specific content 
provider and in the same time a subscriber which is an example of content consumer.  
Furthermore, each actor can be a member of the routing or the content management 
infrastructure. We can mention the example of mobile publish/subscribe architectures where 
nodes can play the role of consumers and content managers and thus can belong to one part of 
the infrastructure or the other.  
After presenting the different actors of a content network and proposing a decomposition of 
the network infrastructure, we describe more in details the three processes of content routing 
we presented above. 

4.1.2 Content Routing Steps 
Content naming In the literature, content naming is done according to the scope of content 
organization. For example, we can find names expressed in structured languages as XML or 
RDF. Names can be also expressed using simple keywords and thus are not structured at all.  
Content matching and filtering In a first step, content names are matched against 
descriptions stored in the content management infrastructure. After that, the resulting list is 
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filtered and ordered from the most relevant content to the least one. Many metrics can be used 
for this purpose such as popularity, proximity, load balancing, or even QoS parameters. Only 
highly ordered content(s) are selected. The process of matching and filtering is done by 
content managers which are situated generally in the core of the network, excepting specific 
environments such as mobile event-based systems.  
Content delivery and distribution Once content is filtered, the content infrastructure has 
two choices about the way to notify responses to consumer. The first choice is to retrieve a 
pointer to the physical location of the content provider and to return a link to its associated 
description. The second choice is to retrieve the whole content (metadata and encoded data) 
using the associated physical address of the provider and sending it to the consumer directly. 
The first option aims to give consumers the possibility of choosing themselves the final 
content to access. The second alternative aims to help undecided users to choose the most 
relevant content according to their interests. 

4.1.3 Deployment Levels 
Content networking solutions can be deployed either as an overlay, at the network level or as 
a combination of both. We describe each of these models in the next paragraphs. 
Overlay model Content networks can be deployed using an overlay model which replicate 
content within a set of content managers located near consumers. In the case of CDNs, these 
content managers are called cache servers or surrogates. They handle the distribution of 
specific content types, such as multimedia content or streaming media. Others entities for 
content management like routers and switches located in the core network play no role in 
content searching and filtering. Those entities just provide connectivity between consumers 
and providers, and quality of service guarantees.  
Network model Another approach for implementing content networks is the network model. 
In this kind of model, the core network infrastructure is able to recognize specific content 
application types and to take filtering and forwarding decisions. This intelligence is deployed 
in networking equipment through specific code and policies. These in-network functionalities 
can be useful when redirecting a protocol-specific request to some proxy servers like cache 
servers. The latter are entities that attempt to reduce the load in the network by caching copies 
of the content near the clients and answering directly if they have the requested content in 
cache. 
Hybrid model The last model for deploying content networks combines both previous 
models. It can be useful for example to redirect a protocol-specific request received by a 
router to a proxy server specific to this application and located close to the clients.   
In the literature, content networks are usually designed as overlay networks built on top of the 
network infrastructure to deliver content to wide-spread clients. The rest of the network 
infrastructure supports the network transport components, such as IP routing, QoS, 
multicasting and BGP peering. 
After presenting our general framework that describes content networks, we present some 
design issues identified as challenging in the context of ANA. 

4.2 Design Issues 
In this section, we explore some issues to be addressed in the design of content routing 
mechanisms for ANA. 
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4.2.1 Flexibility and synchronization  
In content networks like publish/subscribe systems, there is no need to synchronize 
communication between content consumers and providers. Consumers advertise a persistent 
request called subscription and brokers are responsible for matching and filtering an adequate 
content without any constraints on time or synchronization between consumers and providers.  
As long as the subscription is valid, brokers continue to search periodically a matching 
content to the consumer request.  
Content Distribution Networks (CDN) differ from this approach as they are based on non 
persistent requests that have to be responded immediately. If at the time a request is issued no 
available content matches the interest of consumers, the request fails and has to be reissued.  
In an autonomous architecture, users have a minor role in the management of requests, the 
proposed content network system has to be flexible enough to allow both consumers and 
networking infrastructure to choose the request types (instant or long-lasting). It also has to be 
able to automatically adapt to the different compartments interconnected together. The 
flexibility of switching between synchronous and asynchronous communications can help the 
infrastructure to manage inter-compartment communication. 

4.2.2 Content Naming  
Content naming is a very challenging issue in context of content networks. On one side, 
names have to be expressive enough to find content adequate to consumer requests. This 
expressiveness can lead to long names and to a large amount of routing states. As we aim to 
design a scalable architecture, user-friendly expressive names will incur serious scalability 
problems. On the other hand, the proposed content network system has to provide routing by 
content names without relying on resolution in content or providers locations. Thus content 
names have to be composed of the terms and properties used in content description itself. In 
the literature, few solutions have been proposed to resolve this issue and names usually do not 
express the properties of the content itself. In the context of ANA, the naming issue has been 
stated as one of the fundamentals issues of the routing problem. It has been agreed (see ANA 
deliverable 2.1) that global and unique names that are mapped to locations are not well 
adapted to the ANA architecture.  

4.2.3 Content Routing Performance 
If we consider Internet-sized networks, messages can consume significant bandwidth as well 
as processing time at each router along their path. The route discovery process requires the 
use of reduced dissemination schemes. Therefore, nodes must have some knowledge about 
the network topology and require the exchange of a large number of discovery messages. For 
that reason, content matching is usually done in the application layer. As this approach 
increases significantly the search times, the proposed architecture should integrate the content 
routing algorithms at the network level. Information about content can be obtained using the 
same set of messages as routing information. Qos parameters like bandwidth consumption 
and routing latency can be thus notably optimized. Such an optimization will be very 
beneficial in the context of ANA where nodes can be sensitive to these costs due to energy 
constraints.  
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4.2.4 Mobility Management  
Many solutions have been proposed to resolve the mobility issue inside mobile content 
networks [23], [24], [25]. If we consider the general framework presented in the previous 
section, we can find that mobility will have a considerable impact on content request routing. 
Once the content request is processed by a router, there must be a reliable mechanism to 
ensure that it will not be reprocessed by the same router that moved to a new location.  
Another important point is that mobile nodes can endorse many roles in the infrastructure.  
For example, in Ad Hoc networks, nodes can assume simultaneously the role of providers, 
consumers and routers. This role combination increases the resource consumption and 
requires mechanisms for loop detection. It requires also a caching scheme that takes into 
account the mobility of content and updates it automatically. A mobile content network needs 
a highly dynamic algorithm for managing partial and entire content caches. It also needs a 
robust mechanism for managing content delivery and replicas consistency while providers are 
moving. 

4.2.5 Autonomicity and self-management 
Self-configuration is a feature that is inherent to content routing. Self-configuration is 
achieved by overlay routing mechanisms that include and remove automatically entities 
(consumers, providers, routers, cache servers) inside the virtual overlay. The basic concept of 
publication and subscription is a way to automatically update responses without sending new 
requests. We also consider policies as a key concept for providing self-configuration features 
as in BGP routing where policies defined by ISPs allow self-configuring of large-scaled 
domains. 
Content routing architectures also needs to be resilient to link failures, server or even content 
unavailability. A consumer that moves before receiving a response to a content request should 
not be penalized because of its mobility. It is the role of the content networking infrastructure 
to automatically reissue the request in order to send a result to the consumer.  

4.2.6 Security and trust 
Security and trust are key issues in content networks. They can be considered at two levels: 
local and global. The local level is related to securing content management inside the core 
network infrastructure composed of cache servers and routers. The global level is related to 
securing content exchange between the core infrastructure and the end users meaning 
consumers and providers.   
There are two differences between the security implemented in host-centric networks and 
content networks. In the latter, security becomes a concern of data rather than transmission 
centric. Second, the core network composed by routers and caches servers becomes as much 
concerned with this issue as clients, contrarily to classical security schemes where clients are 
responsible for ensuring end-to-end security. 
The existing content systems like peer-to-peer systems have already developed many 
solutions to resolve this issue like reputation and trust systems. Generally, security can be 
achieved using many existing techniques like cryptography, hashing and policies. Concerning 
trust, the content network has to ensure to consumers that the received content is really 
matching their advertised requests. Providers also need to be sure that their content will be 
delivered to honest consumers.  
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In our vision of content networks, routing based on content URL or names is insufficient to 
ensure a convenient content delivery. Thus, content naming should allow both a naming 
scheme based on internal content properties and an authentication scheme for providers and 
consumers.  By this way, it can provide an adequate content to consumers’ interests as well as 
ensure a legal content use and properties. This issue can be resolved by creating names based 
on cryptographic public keys of content consumers or providers and keywords describing the 
content. 
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5 A CO-OPERATION SCENARIO FOR ROUTING 
AND SERVICE DISCOVERY 

Performance optimization is possible for service discovery if it is going to take into 
consideration information that can be available during and/or after the routing process. For 
example, a simple approach would be for routing messages to convey service information 
whenever they are injected in the network (and most likely when trying to identify a path 
towards a new node). This approach would enhance certain service discovery phases (e.g., the 
advertisement phase) and therefore allow for higher probability of success for service 
discovery. 
 
Service discovery may also benefit routing in a similar manner by maintaining information 
about the path towards a particular destination that hosts a service. Imagine the worst case in 
which a searching process for a service is initiated and its location becomes known after some 
message exchanges. Afterwards, if communication is to be established and there is no routing 
information about the path towards the particular node, the routing protocol should initiate a 
(similar) process to identify the path towards the particular node. This process will consume 
some extra network resources that may have been saved, if the service discovery had only 
kept some information about the path towards the particular service.  
 
A possible way to proceed (i.e., design a combined mechanism and achieve the 
aforementioned mutual benefit) is the consideration of existing routing algorithms that have 
been shown to have an acceptable behaviour in large scale and dynamic environments like the 
environment considered in ANA. Several attempts in the past were focusing on this particular 
aspect. For example, the approach proposed in [26] was considering Zone Routing Protocol 
(ZRP) as the routing protocol of an ad hoc network (which could be considered as a dynamic 
network and in some cases a large scale network). ZRP is known to be somewhere between 
proactive and reactive routing protocols depending on the extension of the zone. It employs a 
proactive routing mechanism within the zone’s boundaries and a reactive one outside. 
Eventually, is capable of significantly reducing the overhead of the proactive approaches in 
large scale and dynamic environments and at the same time improves the time response when 
compared to the reactive approaches. 
 
In [26], ZRP is extended by piggybacking service information into the routing control 
messages, thus enabling the devices to acquire both service and routing information 
simultaneously. Under this context a node requesting for a service is informed about the route 
to the service location in addition to discovering the service. Consequently, a performance 
improvement is achievable (e.g., considering the reduction in number of messages). 
 
Another important issue is the service selection strategy, particularly when more than one 
service (facilities) is offered to the user nodes. It is common to select the closest service but 
this may not be the most efficient approach [27], particularly when the nodes are of limited 
capacity and therefore, they may not be able to support too many active service requests for a 
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long time period. For example, in ad hoc networks where energy consumption needs to be 
minimized, it is important to distribute the service demands in order to avoid battery 
exhaustion of certain service nodes with direct implication to the network’s lifetime. 
 
For this particular reason, an AODV-based service discovery protocol is considered [27]. The 
AODV philosophy is extended to allow for service discovery in a similar manner as it was the 
case (briefly discussed before) for ZRP, [26] and at the same time allow for further 
improvements with respect to the overall performance. The performance of two simple 
service selection strategies that can be easily integrated to any service discovery protocol in 
terms of service node and network lifetime duration is investigated. What differentiates these 
two strategies is the type of metric used by each for selecting a service provider. More 
specifically: 

1. The first service selection strategy follows a classic approach commonly used by 
many service discovery protocols that minimizes the distance between a user node 
and a service node. In this strategy when there are many service nodes/facilities, 
capable of satisfying a user’s request, the closest service node to the requesting 
node is always selected. 

2. In the contrary the second service selection strategy utilizes a service-node-specific 
metric instead of a network-specific metric as before. This server-specific metric is 
the remaining energy of the service node. In this strategy the most energy rich 
service node is always selected among the set of discovered service nodes offering 
the same service. This strategy is the natural strategy that should be followed in 
order to prolong the lifetime of service nodes. 

 
These two strategies have different goals. The first strategy aims at localizing traffic and 
avoiding long paths between service nodes and user nodes, while the second strategy aims at 
extending service node lifetimes by performing implicit load balancing. Several other factors 
are taken into account in the particular investigation (e.g., node density, node speed) in order 
to evaluate the particular two strategies and it was demonstrated that the performance of the 
second strategy (lifetime optimization) was slightly improved compared to the first one 
(selection according to the closest service node).  
 
The performance results revealed the fact that such approaches can be used for reducing the 
overhead in large scale and dynamic environments. Therefore, optimizing the service 
selection mechanisms is an important step towards optimization (e.g., energy consumption 
minimization) for performing service discovery in an ANA environment. Eventually, the 
“complementary” nature of routing (seen from the traditional point of view) and service 
discovery allows for further improvement of the performance of both (routing and service 
discovery) mechanisms. 
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6 CONCLUSION 

In this deliverable, we studied the issues and constraints related to service discovery and 
content routing with respect to the ANA architecture. We have surveyed the design space for 
service discovery systems and investigated several example scenarios. As well, we have 
briefly presented a scenario where two layers interact: traditional routing and service 
discovery. Not surprisingly, intra-compartment service discovery provides the highest 
flexibility for designing a service discovery system. Even with only very weak assumptions 
about the nature of a service description, it is possible to design and build and efficient 
probabilistic discovery system. In this context, service discovery may be seen as the result of 
three closely related phases. As reported is this deliverable based on the work in progress, 
these phases (e.g., placement, advertisement, searching) can be assigned to NP-complete 
problems requiring global information. Even though heuristic approaches are available in the 
literature, reducing significantly the overall complexity (for the cost of a close to optimal 
solution), the requirements for global knowledge (which does not allow for scalable solutions) 
is demanding for the introduction of new ideas capable of solving the problem (close to 
optimal most likely) by considering local information. Under this spirit, service migration is 
proposed as a possible approach to service placement while ideas of exploiting random 
walkers by efficient replication or probabilistic flooding are currently under investigation for 
service advertisement/searching. 
 
For inter-compartment service discovery, a certain level of global understanding and 
consistency is required. One way to express this is through structured service descriptions. 
However, many open questions remain. Last not least, the interaction between the traditional 
concepts of routing and service discovery warrant special attention. Content routing shows the 
inherent similarities between these seemingly different layers. For example, routing discovers 
nodes in the network and composes a connectivity service between them. On the other hand, it 
is also useful to keep the differences in mind and exploit complementary features through 
cross-layer design. 
 
As far as content routing is concerned, we presented the key issues that have to be provided to 
deploy the related technologies inside the ANA network architecture. Content network is a 
broad term that encompasses many different technologies and approaches, all with the 
common goal of improving the content delivery to end users. A deep look in the literature 
revealed that a common terminology for different approaches is missing. By describing a 
generic model for content networks, this deliverable contributed to define a common 
terminology. From this model, we highlight crucial challenges that have yet to be resolved. 
Technologies that offer better scalability, performance and security should be used, such as 
expressive content naming, in-network deployment of content management functionalities, 
robust replication mechanisms, and content-centred trust scheme. Future work will focus on 
the design of a content networking scheme based on the aforementioned ideas since they seem 
to be promising in the context of the ANA network architecture. 
 
It seems highly important to formulate a well-defined foundation for services and service 
composition, which would make it possible to clearly express the commonalities of and 
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differences between various service discovery and content routing scenarios. The idea of 
service discovery and routing to “work together” and cooperate for their mutual benefit can be 
a reason for overall message reduction, energy consumption minimization and time savings. 
As shown in this deliverable through a study for a simple scenario for a “traditional routing” 
protocol, the overall performance may improved for both routing and service discovery and 
eventually, for the system itself. Therefore, under this promising scheme content routing and 
service discovery could emerge as an efficient integrated solution. Overall, we believe, a good 
understanding and exploration of various discovery and routing approaches would eventually 
facilitate flexible and effective inter-compartment solutions for ANA. 
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